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Assembly, that way of exercising its right did
not in fact make sense. The only meaning of a
rule of procedure entitling a delegation to re
introduce a proposal in the Assembly after it had
been defeated in a Main Committee of exactly
the same composition as the Assembly itself was
that it should be applied in those cases where
there was a reasonable chance of reversing the
result of the voting in the Committee. If there
were no such chance-s-and all were aware that
there was none in the case under consideration
re-introduction served no purpose and amounted
simply to a waste of time. For that reason the
Netherlands delegation would not take part in
the discussions, and it hoped that many other
delegations would follow its example.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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ciples and to ethics, and all its determination to
search unceasingly for the solutions to common
problems. The United States stretched out the
hand of co-operation to those few who as yet
remained aloof.

122. Mr.. VAN HEUVEN GOEDlIART (Nether
lands) wished merely to explain why his delega
tion would not take part in the debate on the
question before the Assembly.
123. The USSR draft resolution had been dis
cussed in the First Committee for days on end,
after which it had been defeated by an over
whehning majority. The views of the Netherlands
delegation, which remained unchanged, were
therefore to be found in the summary records of
the First Committee.
124. Although it was the formal right of the
Soviet Union to re-introduce its proposals in the
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Condemnation of the preparations for held that such collaboration should assume a con-
f fi structive character in the interests of all.a new war, and conclusion 0 a ve"

Power pact for the strengthening of 6. Those were not mere words. The people's

Peace : report of tile First Committee democracies were giving daily proofs of their will
to collaborate and were sparing no effort to con

(A/1150) (cont.inued) vince all people of good will of the need for such

1. Mr. WIERBLOWSKI (Poland) wished to collaboration.
face squarely the problem before the General, 7. The USSR draft resolution (A/1149)
Assembly, which was to find out how to ensure represented an epoch-making contribution to the
the peaceful co-existence of two systems. One mighty struggle for peace carried on in the United
of them, under the hegemony of the United Nations, and it reflected the will of millions
States, was preparing to annihilate the other, the throughout the world to strive against the threat
system of socialism and peace. which; under the of war.
leadership of the USSR, comprised the peoples 8. The arithmetical calculations of Mr. Austin,
of the new democracy and had been joined by the United States representative, concerningthe
China. fifty-three States which always voted for the
2. But that was not the sole potential cause United States and its proposals, were not con
of conflict, as the capitalist bloc was full of vincing, for the real majority was behind the
internal contradictions and, by its very nature, people's democracies.
it bred war. The current meeting of the Assembly, 9. Those who opposed the USSR draft resolu
however, it was, if not formally, at least in prac- tion spoke of their aversion to war, but they
tice, examining the possibility of a conflict be- proposed no concrete solution to relieve the. ten
tween the socialist and the capitalist systems. sion prevailing in the world. Nor did they propose
3. Capitalism and socialism existed side by side any measures for stopping the armaments race

.in the world, and it was the firm conviction of or avoiding the horrors of war.
. the people's democracies that they could so exist 10. They were trying to persuade the General
side by side and even co-operate as they had done Assembly to vote for unfounded assertions which
during the Second World War. Mr. Wierblowski would solve nothing. No one could affirm that the
believed, therefore, that the co-existence of those world was at peace, for all could see the manifes
two systems did not by itself lead to armed tations of the cold war brought about by those
conflict. who were trying to hoodwink the Assembly
4. That extremely important postulate had re- with empty phrases..
peatedlybeen stated by the great leader of social- 11. When analysing the joint draft resolution
ism, Generalissimo Stalin, and by the representa- submitted by the United States and the United
tive of the Soviet Union, Mr. Vishinsky, and it Kingdom in the First Committee.' the Polish dele
followed from the ver.y principles of Marxism- gation had pointed out that one of its aims was
Leninism; The sincerity of those statements could to drag the small States into the cold war at t~e

be doubted only by those whosought bad excuses side of the United States, and indirectly to obtain
for their rash ventures. the blessing of the United Nations on. the variolls

5. A.·secon.d postulate followed from the first.. . IS .·O·ffi·l R. '.. d·· f· th·· ..·f Ih· .• ··t..he·
h ·1 'd . . . ···l·b li .' d hat ee· cIa ecor s 0 e ourses.non 01

T epeop e s emoc~aclesnot ony, e ieve .. t a4~G3neral Assembly, First Committee, 325th to 337thmeet-
peace and collaboration were. possible: they also ings inclusive.
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United States pacts which either prepared aggres
sion or strengthened American domination over
territories conquered by means of political or
economic pressure.

12. Mr. Austin's statement to the General
Assembly .(257th meeting) had been but a
weaker repetition of his already unconvincing
arguments; but, carried away by his arithmetical
triumphs. he had slipped and had told the
Assembly that a vote for the draft resolution of
the United States and the United Kingdom"
which had been adopted by the First Committee,
would amount to an approval of the North
Atlantic Treaty.

13. That was the use to which Mr. Austin
wished to 'put the United Nations. It was, how
ever, a dangerous path. which could lead to the
disruption of the United Nations itself, for Mr.
Austin wished to make it acquiesce in his
country's policy of aggression:

14. Some of the opponents of the people's
democracies had argued that the, cause for the
existing international tension was to be found in
the activities of a so-called fifth column. That
was a ridiculous assertion. which hardly deserved
a reply.

15. The fifth column could hardly be blamed
for the fact that workers and peasants were trying
to shake off the yoke of internal and foreign
exploitation or to improve their lot. It could
hardly be blamed for the fact that mass move
ments of liberation were growing in many COU11-
tries and that the inhabitants of many colonies
were striving for self-government and inde
pendence.

16. The General Assembly should not forget
that that was the way to progress and the way
for many people to win self-government .and
representation in the United Nations. In most
cases, nations had won freedom with their own
blood. and many were still fighting for indepen
dence. If the history of mankind had not been
one of constant progress, the United States might
still have been a British colony and the United
Kingdom might still be oppressing and exploit
ing India and Pakistan.

17. It was merely absurd to seek to explain
away the great social and economic achievements
of many peoples with many centuries of history
behind them by fairy stories about police States.
only because those achievements had been made
possible by the liquidation of capitalism and by
socialism. He. who tried to explain the liberation
movement of hundreds of millions of Chinese
people by alleging infiltration of so-called agents,
must indeed be completely lacking in logic and a
senseof proportion. The driving power behind the
deep social changes taking place throughout the
world was not a fifth column or foreign influ-,
ence, but historical processes which could not be
stopped. Washington, Bolivar and Garibaldi had
also, in their time, 'been branded as foreign
agents. .

~8..,Yet.the fifth column was no figment of the
'Il1aglllabon, for it was being organized wherever
the rule of the people had been established. At
tempts were being made to pverthrowPeoples'
Gf,lvernmentsand thus to, slow down the course
of history. "

19. All the members of the Assembly were no
doubt acquainted with the notorious "XII plan for
underground espionage and sabotage activity in
the USSR and the people's democracies. A so
called National Committee for a Free Europe
had been recently set up in the United States to
train highly qualified specialists for that type
of work.' The Committee was headed by eminent
United States citizens and supported by the
United States Government, and it had been
greatly advertised by the official organ of the
United States diplomatic service.
20. Members would also be acquainted with the '
United States Central Intelligence Agency Act
which had been secretly adopted by Congress. One
of its provisions was that the United States
should admit every year 500 aliens who would
receive specialprivileges provided they undertook
to carry out espionage work in their native lands.
Those aliens were granted United States citizen-.
ship on their arrival in the country. Hitler had'
also followed the same method in his time. Simi
lar work was carried in other countries too. Paris,
for instance, was the seat of a so-called Albanian
Liberation Committee.
21. It was the organizers of that fifth column
of reaction and war who demanded the rejection
of the USSR draft resolution, the aim of which
was to strengthen peace and show the .way to
collaboration between different systems and differ
ent States.
22. Mr. Austin had mentioned the relations be
tween Poland and the USSR. The whole of
Poland would always remember with gratitude
the heroic struggle of the Soviet people who had
restored Poland's independence and had saved
that country from annihilation. The Polish people
would always be grateful to the Soviet Union
for its support and help in regaining for their
country its old frontier on the Oder and the
Neisse, They would never forget the brotherly
and unselfish help given to them in the recon
struction of their national economy.
23. The Polish people were proud of the oppor
tunity they had had to fight hand in hand with
the Soviet army and to share in its victorious
march to Berlin. They were proud to join with
the Soviet Union in its fight for peace in the
United Nations. '
24. Mr. Wierblowski wished to state categori
cally that Poland's relations with the USSR were
based on mutual respect for each other's sover
eign rights and national interests. He also wished
to add that the friendship of the Polish . and
Soviet people, sealed by blood shed in common,
represented a valuable contribution to the cause
of peace. That friendship was unshakable.
25. Many representativeshad,of course, spoken.
for peace. Some of them unfortunately had only
paid lip service to peace, and great was the gap,
between their words and their deeds. The most
frenzied .preparations for war were in: fact
being made by some of the countries whose
representatives had .been most eloquent.. in de
fending the blatantly- hypocritical draft, resolu
tion of the First Committee.'Mr.Wierblowski
was forced. to remind members of the Assembly
of the North 'Atlantic Treaty, which had 'peen
concluded in violation of the Charterl ,and Of the
agreements on United States military aid .incon
nexion with -that Treaty. 'He.would. also remind
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States and in dependent territories. Such a
method of defence was merely an attempt to gain
imperialistic control over those territories and
over the world. It had nothing in common with
the maintenance of peace. Such empires always
led to war and conquest, and the conquerors
divided the booty among themselves. The era of
the rise of empires was gone forever i the
world was witnessing their decline, for there
was no place in the world for any sort of empire.
It would be timely to recall that the United
States and other States which had signed the
United Nations Charter had assumed the obliga
tion to refrain from a policy of extending their
empires.

32. To attempt to explain international tension
by the lack of confidence in international rela
tions was merely to misrepresent the question.
It was an argument frequently employed by the'
United Kingdom representative, who had stated
that confidence in international relations was a
necessary. prerequisite to a reduction of arma
ments. The argument was quite without founda
tion, as it was clear that the growth of arma
ments increased the tension in international rela
tions. Confidence in the peaceful development of
international relations could be secured only by
a cessation of the armaments race; while that race
continued, lack of faith and fear would grow.
International economic co-operation was stifled
by the fear of war; the standards of living of the
masses throughout the world were thereby
lowered.
33. Thus the delegation of the United Kingdom
and other delegations were not. proposing a direct
way to strengthen the peace and to end the cold
war and the threat of war as quickly as possible,
but a means of aggravating the existing intoler
able position in international affairs by means of
the armaments race. That' was the only solution
proposed in the draft resolution of the First
Committee.
34. \c.The draft resolution appeared 'insignificant;
in fact, it was designed to 'create a diversion and
to do harm. If that were the only answer the
United Nations could give to the difficult inter
national situation, the fact was not only sad but
also dangerous. The cold war, the armaments
race, and the active preparations for real war
were facts, and the United, Nations was doing
absolutely nothing to improve the situation. It
was hard to imagine what answer the representa
tives of the various States in the Assembly could
give the people in their countries who asked what
the United 'Nations was doing to improve. the
international situation and tG1 strengthen peace,
35. The draft resolution of the First Committee
recommended that States should agree toa limi
tation of sovereignty in connexion with the control'
of atomic energy. The Soviet Union had agreed
to periodic control of .all undertakings producing
atomic energy and had thereby proved that it.
was ready to relinquish as much of its national
sovereignty as was essential for the effective
functioning of the system. of collective security
within the framework of, the United Nations.
But neither of ,the authors of the' joint dr~ft
resolution ,adopted by the First, Committee;' '.
namely, the United States and the United King
dom, had so far shown any intention-of relin
quishing -even the smallest part' of their, sover-
eignty to the United Nations. ' '
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them of the constant travellings of United States
generals in preparation for war.
26. The clean of the United States House of
Representatives, Mr. Sabath of Illinois, himself
had said that the North Atlantic Treaty was the
beginning of the third world war, and he had
added that those who had enriched themselves
by war were unfortunately stirring up mass
hysteria through the Press and radio and trying
to deprive the people of the United States of the
peace they had won at the cost of thousands
of lives.
27. United States losses could be reckoned in
thousands. The Soviet Union had lost 17 million
men, who had fallen for the cause of peace in the
struggle against the nasi aggressors. Poland had
lost 6 million men, who had given their lives for
freedom and to prevent a repetition of the
holocaust. '

28. The Christian' Century, a paper published
in the United States, had stated in an article
about the North' Atlantic Treaty that United
States foreign policy was warlike, that it had
been conceived in military circles and could be
understood only by them. On the same subject,
Senator Taft, whom it would be difficult to sus
pect of sympathy towards the progressive popular
movements represented by the people's democ
racies, had stated that he thought United States
foreign policy and the North Atlantic Treaty in
no way corresponded to the principles of the
United. Nations and the obligations which the
United States had accepted under the Charter.
He had gone on to say that the fact that the
greatest nation in the world was arming a num
ber of other nations against a single nation was,
in itself, a threat. It had seemed to him that the
United States was turning its back onthesuc
cesses which had been achieved on the road to a
peaceful world.
29. The Polish delegation 'condemned that policy
which, in the .eyes of all reasonable people, could
only have disastrous results. That was the main
reason why the Polish delegation would vote for
paragraph 1 of the USSR draft resolution, which
stated the truth without ambiguity and indicated
who were the real war-mongers.
30. When it condemned war-mongering, Poland
knew that it was defending the vital interests
not only of the peoples of the countries which
had suffered most as a result of the Second
World War, but also of the peoples of those
countries whose Governments were placing still
heavier, burdens on the working classes, desplte
the decreasing incomes ofthose classes, by spen~~

ing millions on armaments and preparations for
war. Surely the, millions of American dollars
which had been spent to finance the cold war and
on preparations for; a'.shooting war could have
been used for, theconstruction .of schools and
hospitals, even in the wealthy United States.

31. The General.Assembly could give 'no better
proof-of. its desire for peace than by condemning
those. who were preparing for a new war. It wa~
claimed that armaments, military, bases and in
creasedmilitaryc.: budgets .'. were required merely
for purposes ,'of defence, and that" ,t,hey were
evidence-of the lack of confidence which was dis
played' in" internatiQm\I•• relation~:. It. wasari ,.pdd
rneth<>d.ofdefence for one Power to build bases
throughout, the world in, the,\territories of, other
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36.. The Polish representative did not wish to
deal with such important questions' as disarms
ment, the control of atomic energy or the pro
hibition of the use of the atomic bomb. But even
where minor questions. were concerned, the
settlement of which would expedite the work of
the United Nations, the United States persistently
stressed its rights in relation to the United
Nations, thereby restricting the Organization's
already limited rights at its headquarters. Not
only the sovereignty of the United States but
the rights of individual States, and New York
State in particular, were placed above the rights
of the United Nations. The numerous conditions
and reservations in the agreements signed by the
United States bore witness to the particular
emphasis which the United States placed on sover
eignty when it affected its oWn interests..
,37. The United States jealously guarded the
privileges and rights connected with its sover
eignty but at the same time coolly suggested that
the sovereignty of other States 'should be cur
tailed in favour of a super-sovereignty of the
United States. Senator Thomas's visit to Sweden
was an outstanding example of the way in which
certain important people in the United States
envisaged that super-sovereignty. The Senator
had made the trip to see to what use European
aid under the Marshall Plan was being put. When
he had left Stockholm, he had publicly expressed
his dissatisfaction at the lack of respect shown
to him in Sweden. He, a mere Senator from
Oklahoma, had stated that he would not agree to
any further credits for Sweden.
38.' The draft resolution SUbmitted by the
United States and the United Kingdom and
adopted by the First Committee concealed the
true intentions of its authors, whereas the USSR
draft resolution drew concrete conclusions from
the actual state of affairs. The latter draft was
based on the just point of view that a non
aggression pact between the five great Powers
would be a real step to ending the cold war and
to preparing the way. for peaceful co-operation
between all Powers; it was designed to end the
feelings of distrust which were troubling millions
of people throughout the world. It was not true
t? say that the proposed pact would violate the,
rights of small States. It merely stressed the
particular and unquestionable responsibility of
the great Powers for. international peace and
security.

39. .The five-Power pact would be a logical
consequence of the Moscow Declaration of octo
ber 1943 and the agreements reached at Teheran,
Yalta and Potsdam. Mr. Wierblowski recalled
paragraph.7. of the Moscow Declaration, which
stated that its authors would consult together
and .co-operate with each other and with. other
Members of the United Nations to bring about a
practicable general' agreement with respect to
the . regulation of armaments 'in' the post-war
period. At Teheran, the representatives of the
t~l.'ee Powers had stated that they .fully. recog
nized the supreme responsibility resting upon
them and on all the United Nations to make a
peace that. would command· the good will .of the
overwnelrning .. mass ·0£ the peoples of"the world
and would banish the scourge and horrorof war
f?rm~ygen~l'Cltions. The Yalta Declaration
stated th~tonlYMtti.the."continuing and growing
cO-operabona,nd. J.ln<lerstandingamon,g the three

~'

great Powers and all peace-loving nations could
the llighest aspiration of humanity-secure and
lasting'peace-be realized.
40. In 1945, President Roosevelt had stated in
one of his last messages to Congress that the
great Powers of the world must continue to work
together untiringly and assume joint responsibility
for the solution of any problems which might
threaten world peace. Though they would not
always find the ideal answers, they must assume
the responsibility for peaceful co-operation or for
a new world conflict.
41. Those principles had never been put into
practice. The United States and the United
Kingdom had chosen to achieve their selfish aims
by means of the cold war, the armaments race
and the atomic-bomb.
42. The Soviet Union draft resolution was an
attempt to put those principles into practice.
Mr. Wierblowski wondered how that draft reso
lution could fail to be adopted since it was based
011 principles which had been jointly adopted
such a long time before.
43. When he had opened the fourth session of
the General Assembly (220th meeting) , the
Presidenthad expressed the hope that it would
go down into history as the Peace Assembly. He
had undoubtedly hoped that it would relieve the
tense political atmosphere and facilitate the solu
tion of those questions which constituted a barrier
to the peaceful co-existence of nations; he had
hoped that the United Nations would finally fulfil
its basic purposes, in the sphere of collective
security and ill the economic, social and humani
tarian fields. He had taken certain steps in that
direction.
44. The fourth session was drawing to a dose.
Mr. Wierblowski wondered whether the Presi
dent's hopes would be fulfilled and whether the
Assembly would achieve any concrete results in
the most important sphere, that' of peace. He was
regretfully obliged to answer in the negative.
The fourth session of the General Assembly had
not brought the expected decrease in inter
national tension.
45. A number of the resolutions adopted during
the session were evidence of the . fact that the
previous policy, of ignoring the principles of
international co-operation and violating both the
spirit and.the letter of the Charter had not been
abandoned. The USSR draft resolution had not
yet been put to the vote, but Mr. Wierblowski
was sure that the Assembly, like the First Corn
mittee, would. again let slip a real opportunity
to take a creative and epoch-making step which
mightenstire peace throughout the world. The
course of the discussion, and the fact that the
USSR draft resolution had been rejected in
Committee without arty attempt. to find a' com
promise, proved that the-United-States andthe
United Kingdom were making use of themajority
they commanded 'in order to oppose .any return
to norrnal i.international.. relationships. and any
form of peaceful co-operation. Instead of agree
ment~ .those .. c?/pntries .used. dictatorial~~thods
and .1lldul~ed m slanderousatta~l::sagalnstthe

SovlCtUmR~n. \., ...., ..•. ' ." ..•... '.. "' ...•.••.... '.: '
46. In'theeyes of'the wot:ld,' however~the
USSR draft resolution would <remain .~ "real
attempt to ensure peacefor the millions of people
who lon~ed fdr, iti.Who .neede<l.'itatld WhOW-dUld
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eventually achieve it, thereby saving the prestige 52. Another and an original method of making
of the United Nations. Hypocrisy, lies, noisy an offensive had beenevolved. Mr. Vyshinsky had
debates and base abuse would not belittle the made an offer ora pact which he presented as
significance of that draft resolution. Regardless an offer of peace, but he did not think that his
of its ultimate fate and the, results of the work offer had the slightest chance of being accepted.
accomplished at the fourth session, world opinion He was sure in advance-he had said so plainly
understood which countries really desired peace, -that it would be rejected. It was not surpris
and what. country led the peace-loving nations. ing, therefore, that the text was unacceptable;
47. The mechanical majority subservient to the Mr. Vyshinsky had doubtless been careful to

make it so. For the USSR did not desire an
dictatorship of the United Kingdom and the agreement; it expected and counted upon a re
United States rejected any proposals which might fusal, which it proposed to use to its own
advance the work of the United Nations, but advantage.
they were not in a position to hide the truth
about the profound conflicts of interests between 53. During a statement of some length, a repre
the nations grouped around the United States. sentative worked himself \1;;i, gesticulated, struck
It was sufficient to recall the restoration on the the table, accusedhis hearers of every crime-.
Rhine of an aggressive and militarist Germany the word was in the records-proffered insults
to realize how deep a conflict existed between the and threats. That was his way of making a peace
capitalist States on the German question. The offer. Such peace was very strange and was worth
Polish representative also recalled the conflicting investigating.
interests of the United Kingdom, France and 54. Peace was not a mere word. It was not
the United States in the matter of the restoration enough to talk about. If peace were to be trans
of a capitalist Western Europe based, at the formed from a word into a fact, it must be nur
expense of the interests of British and French tured not merely by words but by action, and
industry, on heavy industry in the Ruhr Basin. that action must be of a practical nature. What
48. Co-operation between' the Marshall Plan was required was not simply the definition of
countries was another part of the same-problem general principles, but an attempt to solve, in
and was well illustrated by the devaluation. of COncrete terms, the particular issues to which
currencies in .the countries receiving Marshall those principles applied.
Plan aid. There were similar conflicts in other 55. The current difficulties, those which had
parts of. the world where the vital interests of confronted the First Committee in its discussion
certain nations clashed with the imperialist ex- of the question under consideration and the
pansion of the dollar. The fact that those States Ad Hoc Political Committee in its discussion of
voted with the United States !n no "!fay proved the question ofcontrol of atomic energy,' were
that the opponents of the Soviet Union and the not difficulties of wording but of substance. The
people's democracies were united in a single, current tension, which everybody felt and the
coalition ruled by peace and agreement. effects of which were feared bymost, was caused
49. Poland would continue to work unceasingly by the fact that no solution was visible on any
LP the cause of peace. Above all, it would strive important problem..What was being offered as a
to secure a better future for humanity and to token of peace was nota solution of substance
ensure that wars should cease-to be a means of but a procedural solution, cloaked in solemn
solving fundamental social and international dis- declarations couched in oft-repeated and general
putes. With the support of many millions of terms which experience had shown to be futile.
people throughout the world, who were stubbornly 56. I f the USSR· draft resolution were adopted,
and unceasingly striving for peace, Poland would the United Nations would have condemned war
energetically oppose the plans of the war- and certain methods of war, and a pact would
mongers. The Polish delegation would leave the be concluded. It might be added, incidentally, that
fourth session of the General Assembly in the logically speaking there was no need for, a con
lmowledge that it was not to blame for' the lack demnation of certain methods of warfare in a
of any serious achievements. The final verdict condemnation of war. But there had already been
would not be pronounced by the mechanical a pact-the Briand-Kellogg Pact-solemnly out
majority of delegations present at the Assembly, 'lawing war. And the Treatyof Locarno had been
but by world public opinion. concluded.:And the League of Nations had taken
50. Mr. CHAUVEL (France}: recalled that for steps to the same end. Yet the Second World
fifteen years, on various occasions, there had War had broken out, duringwhich methods had
'been talk of peace offehsives,a term which had been used which could scarcely be surpassed in
sprung from totalitarian practices. \ thoroughness and horror. If· the USSR draft
, ,resolution were, adopted, there would be a pact,

51. It had been .a hitlerian method. Hitler had but all the problems would still remain to ,be
frequently used it immediately ,after some.'act of solved. Mr. Chauvel did not see, therefore, in
violence. He had done so in particular after the what way the solution would iJtave been brought
invasion of Poland. Having settled that country's nearer. '
fate to suit himself and consolidated the settle- 57. He remindedfhe Assembly that he had
ment by an agreement in the East, he had indicated asked Mr. Vyshinsky some questions about the
that he was, ready tq deal with the West provided exact meaning and practical-scope of his draft

'that it was on the sam,~ basis,namely,' that of resolution, Mr. Vyshin~ky had J~iled to 'answer
the fait accompli. If the offer were accepted, the anyof them i or rath(fr, he had.answered thetn{
gain was confirmed, If it were refused, offer and ashehlld answered those of all qther speakers,»)~,

refusal were used for propaganda purposes. But I See,Qlfidal Reco~dsof the fourth session ofthe Gen
the assump~ion' ~hat . it . would be.:accepted' was eral Assembly, Ad Hoc .Political Committee, 30th to 37t~
~lwa:ys:a.qm,it~ed. an,d,' often ~refeged,.. " I,tl.t;~~i~g;si,,~t~siv~\ ,.... , " ' , ,
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tU bloc. He had not answered specific questions
about the USSR draft resolution i he had, how
ever, replied to the general question, the funda
mental question, raised both by the resolution
adopted at the 254th meeting on the control of
atomic energy and by the draft resolution of the
First Committee defining the essentials of peace,
the draft which was. under discussion at the
current meeting. When asked to acknowledge that
collective security should take precedence over
the individual rights of States, he had replied, as
usual, in the negative. He had gone further. More
explicit than he had been on other occasions, he
had enlarged upon his negative reply. He had
stated with regard to atomic energy~ for example,
that he refused to agree to the quota system and
why he refused to agree., That was of the utmost
importance.
58. Mr. Chauvel recalled that on 4 November
1948,1 Mr. Vyshinsky had s!~ted that on~ of the
most important problems connected WIth the
international control of atomic energy was the
problem of regulating the production of atomic
energy, including the appropriate distribution.
among countries of quotas of atomic raw mate
rials. He had said, moreover, that according to
the statements of authoritative scientists, the estab
lishment of such a system of quotas would ensure
a. due balance between the interests of those
countries and those of the United Nations as a
whole. .

59. Mr. Chauvel considered that that statement
showed clearly that the representative of' the
Soviet Union changed his mind during the
previous six months. However, it was for a
different reason that he regarded Mr. Vyshinsky's
latest rejection as a matter of capital importance.
60. To say that the existence of the atomic
weapon. dominated the international scene was to
flog a dead horse. No one denied it. However,
forty-nine States had recently recognized that
the prohibition and outlawing of atomic weapons
were not possible or even conceivable without
the genuine implementation of an effective system
of control.
61. The question was what that system of con
trol was, or rather, what it should be. .
62. It had not, perhaps, been made sufficiently
clear during the discussions in the Assembly that
the control must be exercised not in respect of
atomic bombs but in respect of atomic energy. It
was not a question of counting existingbombs,
or of guarding them, or destroying them, or pre
venting their manufacture. What was important
was not only.ior essentially, to prevent the manu
facture .of bombs, but to control the production
of energy. Control must be exercised in respect of
nuclea.r material .itself. The reason was very
simple.
63. Once the process was known, the manu
facture of the bomb was a simple and rapid
operation and required no extensive. plant. The
long, complicated, difficult and expensive process
was the preparation of. the nuclear material. Any
State' in possession of a sufficient quantity.of that
material could easily and .rapidly manufacture
bombs without any elaborate equipment. However,
until the last moment,them0111ent when the
l1uclear material was introduced into the bomb,

.: lSe~Offi'cial RecordsIf Jhethird session of' tIle G;n
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it was equally and indifferently usable for peace"
ful or warlike purposes.
64. Thus, at the very moment when peace was
spoken of, when an alleged offer of peace was
being made, the sole effective method of safe
guarding peace against the most deadly threat
of all times was being rejected.
65. Mr. Chauvel considered that the effect of
Mr. Vyshinsky's rejection was in fact incalculable.

66. Mr. Vyshinsky had mentioned the peacef1;11
uses to which atomic energy had been put in ~lS
country, claiming-s-without any further d~tal1s

than that mountains had been moved and rrvers
diverted as announced. by the Tass Agency
that they were more' advanced in the USSR
than anywhere else. He had mentioned the ever
increasing needs of Soviet economy. He had
finally refused, on the basis of the above, to agr~e

to any international control of national atomic
production.

67. It was obvious that the representative of the
Soviet Union, on the pretext of being concerned
with atomic matters, was thus rejecting inter
national control of the most dangerous war poten
tial in the world. Surely, that was the most strik
ing illustration which could be found of. the
refusal of the USSR, officially registered by two
votes, both to restrict individual exercise of its .
rights of sovereignty as far as rtli~ht be necessary
to ensure peace and world security, and to pool'
for common purposes, as far as might be neces
sary, the exercise of the same rights.

68. The arguments on which the USSR repre
sentative based his refusal were no less remark
able. He had stated that. the international author
ity which would control atomic energy would be
a tool of Washington or, more accurately, of
Wall Street. Such modesty was touching. Without
wishing to vex anyone, Mr. Chauvel pointed out
that all countries did not always have the same
influence' 'everywhere and in all circumstances.
So far it seemed that while all had the chance
of making themselves heard, some had their own
ways of making themselves listened to.

69. Mr. Vyshinsky had also said that the sole
. object of the majority plan was to enable the
United States services to obtain information on
the USSR war machine, The participation of the,
Soviet Union in the international control would,
however, provide the USSR services with exactly
the .'same means of obtaining. information. on .the
military machine of the United States and. some
other countries.. Surely. the fact that the' USSR,
and the United States. would henceforth have at
their disposal the same. categories of weapons,
put those twoPowerson.exactly the same footing
as' fat as that typeof information.was concerned.

70. Finalh~, no effort was spared to enlarge on
the greed'bf the Urrited. States for information
and power. The Asseniblyhad to listen to. long
extracts from The New York Times, theNe1.tI
York Herald Tribune or other equally confidential.
publications, the, conclusion being-that there. wer.e
in existence a Marshall 'Plan"a North AtlantIc
Treaty and -avBrussels Treaty, > and that the
United States' was organizing .. itaarmed.dorces,
was. co-ordinating those '. forces with, those-of the
parties. to ." the , North ..'Atlantic.Treatyind . was
granting-those States assistance .desjgned to'en-'
sure theirvreconstruction,' ..Thus, bit, by bit, a '
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76. Since 23 August 1939, to mention Europe
alone, the Soviet Union had absorbed most of
the former territory Qf Poland, Lithuania, Esto
nia, Latvia, the Karelian Isthmus, Viborg, Pet
samo, Bessarabia, Northern Bukovina, East
Prussia and Ruthenia. It had also, in circum,
stances which had attracted some attention,
secured exclusive' influence over Poland, Czecho
slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania.
77. Confronted with such a picture, Mr. Chauvel
thought that the threatening and tentacled mon
ster summoned up by the USSR delegation
reverted to its true stature and significance.
Admittedly there was a Brussels Treaty, a Mar
shall Plan, a North Atlantic Treaty. Yet tran
scending all, there was also a Charter of the
United Nations. To that France was faithful.
78. Such, for Mr. Chauvel, was the meaning
of the discussion which had .begun with the
opening of the session and was still continuing
in the Assembly. The. terms of that discussion
had been einbodied in the draft resolutions of the
First Committee and in the draft resolution of
the' USSR. .

79. France, both .orally and -by its vote, sup
ported the First Committee's draft, which was
really nothing other than the Charter and the
principles on which the Charter was founded, the
principles essential for the achievement and
maintenance of any peace which would still leave
man a reason for living and in which man would
be free. It was not merely to an empirical free
dom or a political freedom that he was referring.
80. In the beginning, man, the savage, had be
come aware of the world. That awareness had
been empirical. Then he .had formed an idea of
the world. Next, the strongest or the most numer-
ous men had sought to impose their ideas of the
world. on other men and, more often than not,
they had succeeded. Later .men had come to
admit that others' ideas of the world might
differ. from their own. Thus, as the culmination
of a long evolution, there was born tolerance,
the slow and patient conquest of civilization and
of civilized man by which human personality had
developed and grown strong. Yet, in 1949, any
one who spoke of tolerance-had too often to feel
that he was a' voice crying in the wilderness. '
81. Man stood in need of defence and hot de
fence against sickness, hunger and war .only.
He needed to be defended against' the distor
tions and extravagances of his own mind, against
himself, TO(/~Q\ so it was necessary to be human.
82. It might"have .been vthought that in the
presence of that- simple and universal phenome
non, death, the USSR had becolJlehumanj"zed;
After the war., when the danger was over, other
countries had found again the same State, with
its hardheadedness, its demands and itsincom- .
patibilities, ,

83, It was Mr. Chauvel's ardenthope that,.faced
with that: new danger-the greatest mankind had
ever known-in the face of that prowiing men,ace
to all 'mankind, the countries of. theworldrbight
find themselves dealing,' no longer witha:dversaries .
or with persistent questioners, 'but with creatures '1

of flesh and blood whose minds were.open-lo •...

conviction. .. '. '.' . •.•....••....•.•....•...•.•.
84..· .Mr. MANVILSKY (tJkrainian Soviet:S()cialist,
Republic) said that the. USSRdraftrresQlutioIl
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threatening tentacled monster was being created
against which any defence was-good. .
71. Mr. Vyshinsky had great advantages in that
respect. The western countries had parliaments
which voted budgets and ratified treaties and
pacts. Thus, the contents of budgetswere common
knowledge, as were the treaties and pacts. They
were discussed publicly and freely. They were
not only discussed in parliament but also in the
Press, which was free. Responsible people made
specific statements about them, which were repro
duced everywhere. In addition-to those sources,
numerous memoranda were published, especially
in the United States, by high officials on returning
to private life. Finally, people were also free to
move about within the territories of the western
countries. It was evident that in Moscow, diplo
mats had daily or periodic reading material which
was less 'plentiful and that within the confines
of the area in which they could move, which
was a few kilometres, they had fewer subjects
for observation. Mr. Chauvel referred to Moscow
because, practically no foreigners other than
diplomats stationed in Moscow were authorized
to reside in the U;3SR. .
72. It was true that there was a North Atlantic
Treaty, a Marshall Plan and a Brussels Treaty,
and that all the' parties to those treaties and to
the plan were determined to do what was ex
pected of them to make them as effective as
possible.
73. The conclusion of' treaties was not, how-

'ever, the sole prerogative of the West. Mr.
Chauvel recalled that between 12 December 1943
and 21 July 1948, twenty-two political treaties
had been signed between eastern European States, .,
and that the USSR had. itself been a party to six
of those treaties. .

74. Furthermore, it was wrong to assert that
the policy of which' that plan, arid those treaties
were the. implementation was directed against
thtf\USSR and had been conceived as an instru
ment' of attack or even of defence against that
country. It had been a question of establishing
peace and of reconstructing the world; That
effort. had been constantlymisunderstood by the
Soviet Union, which had moreover rejected two
.ba~ic methods of.eo-operation, namely, the Byrnes
plan,which had been a possible basis for joint
acti()n in Germany,and the' Marshal! Plan.. It
was. not' Mr. Marshall who had excluded the
USSR from hisplanij itwas the USSR which
had refused to reply to the appeal of the United
States Secretary of State, dragging Poland along
with it and forcing a volte~face upon Czecho
slovakla in circumstances which were well known.

75. l.ittle w~sknownofthe military machine
of the Soviet Union. The West had been in
formedabout an.atomiciexplosion in the USSR
not by Mosc()w but by Washington. The forces
Which .: tl1eSovietUnion. currently had at its
disposalw;creunknown. In' the First -Committee,
the ." United Kingdom representative .. had quoted
somefigur~s. Those figures h~d.not, beenchal
lenged. They were substantial and were- out. of
eomparison'with the. united forcesofWestetn
E:urope/It was sufficient to glance at.a map to
realizeth::i.tthoseforces <at the •moment. covered
an:area'stretching •• from' Vlaoivostok.to·Eisenach,

." which broughtthern~pio aline350kiioIm~tres
from the French frontier, "
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became especially important at a time when the taut changes affecting ('tates and. peoples, and
horrors of the 'recent war were still fresh in the that me, world. could return to, the status quo
minds of all peoples and when the world-wide ante acUtt1n. Only a madman would say, as did
movement of the peoples in the cause of peace the instigators of war, that the Soviet Union was
was meeting with frantic resistance from the the cause of all the 'misfortunes suffered by. the
war-mongers .and their accomplices who were capitalist system. History' showedifhgt before
giving themselvd free rein in the United States ' the birth of the USSR, wars, even unimportant
and the United Kingdom in particular. That wars, had always left traces behind them and
draft resolution also acquired especial value from had considerably affected the development of
the fact that it, took into account the important various countries. I

changes which had appeared on the international 91. It was common knowledge that twice in the
scene in the post-war period. and particularly thirty-two years of its history, 1;4e USSR had
in the period which had elapsed between the third been obliged to defend itself against the aggres
and fourth sessions of the General Assembly. 510n of the capitalist countries. No one would
85. Everyone knew that, as a result of the dare to allege that it was the young Soviet
Second World War, such great capitalist States Socialist Republic which had attacked the capi
as Germany, Italy and [apan, the fascist and talistic world in 1918-1920. On the contrary, that
militaristic leading circles of which had been republic had been attacked by the British; the
responsible for launching a war of aggression on Americans, the Japanese, the French, the Turks,
peace-loving peoples, had collapsed, Although the Germans, the Polish reactionaries, the Finnish
they had emerged from the war as conquerors, reactionaries, the mercenaries of the Baltic coun
a number of other capitalist European States tries--by the troops of fourteen States in all.
was also in a difficult position. It was enough to Nor would anyone' dare to allege that it was the
mention the case of France, .which, ~having be-. -Soviet Union which had been guilty, in 1941, ()f
come. economically, politically and militarily de- aggression against nazi Germany-and its vassals;
pendent on the United States, had in fact been
reduced to the status of a second-class Power. 92. All that did not prevent the ppited States
The position of the United Kingdom was equally and the United Kingdom from (,stating today
seriously impaired,' for. it was forced to retreat that capitalism was. on the defe17.s'i,re and that it
all along the line under the pressure of the United was communism which was' gui1tY~of~g'gression.
States, which was gradually taking over the To mask the true aims of the United States and
British Dominions and colonies. the United Kingdom, which were preparing a

new war, a member of the FirstCommittee had
86. The war had given a tremendous impetus to even declared that wars ofmodern banditry were
the unequal growth .of capitalism. It had brought not caused by imperialist cliques, that it was
about the collapse of numerous capitalist States not the United States and the United Kingdom
and given the United States the leading part in which were preparing war,' but that the .real
the capitalist world. ' instigators to War were Karl Marx and Friedrich
87. Although the United States monopolies had Engelswho, in 1848, haddrawn up the Commu
reaped profits without precedent in history out nist Manifesto. Such assertions were ludicrous,
of the war, and although the United States had in since there had been wars both before and after
fact lived in peace for eighty years and was the publication of that manifesto. Thus the
currently making weaker countries bear all' the Napoleonic wars of conquest could hardly be laid
consequences of the war, it had not been able to to the door of communism. But perhaps the
escape the economic crisis which had grown communists were responsible for the Crimean
much worse as .a result of the Second World War of '1854, or for the Franco-Prussian war
War. In point of factv.all the links in thecapi- of 1870?
talist chain were indissolubly joined together. 93.. The second half of thenineteenthce~tury,
88. It was in that atmosphere.of-crisis, aggra- during which capitalismhad entered the stage'of
vatedby the decayof capitalism,which condemned imperialist.development, had been filled with wars

. the masses of the people to 'unemployment and of conquest... During. that period" the.,working-
poyerty, that a series of 'countries. in Eastern class movement had been controlled by social
Europe had escaped from the capitalist orbit and democratic, reformist and collaborationist patties
had established people's .democratic regimes rather than by communists. .
enabling them to build their future life on socialist
foundations. "" 94. Only persons .' totally devoid of . scruples

'~. .could say that it haq, been the communists. who
89.,Qhina, which for long years had been subject had been responsible.fortheRusso-Turkish War
to foreign .aggression, totheintestine\?truggles of 1877, .the Sino-japanese War of 1894,the
of .' war-lords .. fomented by foreigners, '\flnd to Spanish..American.. War. forithe .Philippines of .

\e:lCploitation by so-called-civilizera.from aproad, 1898,the Boe~Wflr of 1899, the Russo-Japanese
a.I!l~d 1.9 therrfeu.dal lord.s, had no lon~er been War of 1904 and the Balkan Wars of1911 to
}VII1mg toacceptltscolomalstatus':a:avmg freed 1913. It was commol1' knowledge that the corn
Itself .; from. the. yoke of the •Japanese invaders, munistahad most. vigorously. opposed the .worlq
the great Chinese people had finally become rnas- war of 1914 to1918 and had beenjailed,deported,
ters in their own 'house, had put ;:U1endtothe hanged and shot f01;it, under the pretext that

'sufferings of .450 million souls, had finally swept they weregJ.tilty .of'high treason. That had not
away"the rotting regime of.theKuomintang,and' prevented certain. members .(jfth~. First Com
,had·.assured its~# .. 3,.,., freeand.independentmittee, speaking as the theoreticians of the Ari~lo-
e:lCistence.> .'.c.. ' . '.' '.. .... ...•.. ...•• •. .: ••. '. .. ....•. •..•. . . Americ~l1 hloc, ,from saying.thatithad'beent,he

.. 90..". It.",ottld,<bevery naive t() think thaf a war leaders of ... the. working .class '. who...• had>~een
<?ii sovasticf scale as 'that from which humanity responsible for thecoutbreakO'fthe Fir~tWorld
haa just'emergedwouldJ]jQtgive rise to'imp11r- War.<· , '" •.... '.
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95. All the wars to which Mr. Manuilsky had ''99. Surely the extraordinary i~~ease in the
referred, with the exception .of the First World military budgets of the United. States and the
War~ had been local in character. On the'pth~r United Kingdom "vas proof in itself. The state,
hand, the purpose of the war which the i'l1ling ments of President Trumanmade it clear to the
circles in' the United States and the United whole world. 'that the direct and indirect expendi
Kingdom were currently preparing was not the ture of the United States for purposes of war
seizure of one territory or another or even of one constituted nearly 70per cent of the whole bUdget.
continent or another; it was to enable them to len. The existence in different parts of the
establish their domination over the entire world. world of 484 United States military bases, most
By means of such a war, the ruling circles in th~ of which were located around the Soviet Union,
United States hoped to set the house of capitalism tended to confirm the fact that the United States

o in order and rehabilitate a system ruined by was preparing for war.

two world wars. 101. c/N0 one could describe as the mere figment
96. On many occasions the Soviet delegations of journalists' imagination the signature of pads
had proved that it was in the United States and of' aggression, plans for rearming European
in the United Kingdom that a new war was States, and the' trips of United States generals
being prepared. It was in those countries that throughout Europe to supervise the ex,~cution of

. the plot against the peace of the world was those plans. And what should be said of the
'~being hatched. It was in those countries that feverish activity of the war factories, of the

p~~s for aggression a~ainst the :USSR. were stockpiling of .'raw materials of strategic impor
being made. In the United States m particular, tance, of the militarization and the activity ol' the
war hysteria was being encouraged and the cult United States? All those facts proved that war
of the atomic bomb was being created; the bomb preparation had gone beyond the stage of mere
was to be the universal instrument whereby the . propaganda, . and that the stage of practical
American monopolies could establish their do- measures of organization had been reached.
minion over all the countries and all the peoples 102. The behaviour of persons who closed their
of the world. It was in' the United States that eyes to events. of that kind recalled the hypocrisy
barbarous calls were heard for the destruction of the signatories to the Munich Agreement, who
of cities and themass slaughter of peaceful popu- had. attempted to divert hitlerite aggression
lations. Whole volumes could be filled with state- towards the East, against th(~',Soviet Union, and
ments which were more serious crimes than the at the same time to mislead the peoples by
worst actions of gangsters. Mr. ManuiIsky alleging that the Munich Agreement was a peace
stressed the fact that he was quite aware of the pact, that they had .no knowledge of aggressive
responsibility he was taking in making that plans on the part of nazi Germany, and that the
statement. warnings of the USSR were nothing but propa
97. He could also recall the remarks of United ganda. Those had been the actions of the persons
States General Clay who, on 21 November 1949, on whose behalf the French representative had
had stated that the United States had been pre- addressed the General Assembly.
paring to conslM~t military 0J?erati0I!'s in the future 103. Nevertheless, the whole course of events
theatre of European operations WIth the help of during the Second World War had proved that
.German infantry, the artillery of the .Benelux "the warnings of the Soviet Union had been well
countries, French. armoured troops and the founded. As far back as 1936, when the Govern
British navy. He could also recall a. statement mentsof the United Kingdom and France had
by the well-known Senator Cannon who, on 13 been lulling their peoples with the illusion ~f
April 1948, had. said that in the next war the peace, Generalissimo Stalin had stated in hIS
United States' might perhaps not need to send interview with Mr. Howard that there were two
infantry to Europe. He. had added that the hotbeds of war, one in the West, in Germany,
United States should equip the troops of other and the other in the Far East, in Japan. If the
countries and, send the young men. of those politicians of the western world had realized then
countries to th\'ir death in the place of' the United the wisdom of the leader of the Soviet people
States soldiers. He COl'El, also recall statements and had accepted the proposals made by the
by Field Marshal. M .~.,~~ ,~omery" or by M:. Government of the USSR for the adoption of
Churchill, whom' the Brlh'ih people had repudi- collective security measures against the two
ated. ' aggressors, war could certainly have been.averted
98. If tile General Assembly wished to maintain and the lives of tens of millions of men could'
the dignity of the United, Nations and r~sp~ct have been saved. .
for the Charter it should, in accordance WIth Its 104. It would have seemed that that lesson,
resolution 110 (Il) of 3 Novemb~r 1947, dem~l!d which proved-the blindness and malevolence of
that the United States Government should, brmg those who had then guided the destinies of the
before the law.courts those who had been guilty western Powers, should have been of use to the
of havin~>advocated the use of atomic .'Yeapons. Governments of the States Members. of the

'IThe General Assembly should have insisted that United Nations. But the contrary was true, ~he
the names of those guilty persons and the punish- representatives of those Governments, were m
ments inflicted on them should be made known dignant that the USSR draft resolution nam.ed
to the .whole.world. However; most,of the dele- . two' States-the United States and the UOlted
gation~'in the G€l,n~ral .. Assembly ,preferred to Kingdom-c-as potential fad of war in the existing
c1ose.,th~ireyes .totpatsituation. They preferred circumstances. No attempt had, however, been
to pretend that they. knew notlling()f the ~ar mane to prove that thatwas not the case..N0 one

'preparations which we,rebein~ made in the had tried torefute the facts set out by the leader
,,,United States ,an(iin the United. Kingdom,.and of the USSR delegation. The Soviet Union ~on~
asked the Soviet delegation~to produce evidence. sidered it. to be its, bounden duty to. the UOlted
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Nations and to peace-loving peoples to state who
.was responsible for the preparation for a new
war. It was impossible to Ignore the truth for
diplomatic reasons when the r~revention of war
and the maintenance of international peace and
security were at stake.
105. In order to explain their refusal to accept
the USSR peace proposals, the enemies of peace
asserted that those proposals were insincere.
What was the basis for such statements? Every
'one knew that the military budget of the Soviet
Union was a peace-time budget and that the
military expenditure of the USSR represented
only 19 per cent of the total budget. It could not
be alleged that the Soviet Union was establishing
bases on foreign territory in order to launch an
aggressive war against the United States or the
United Kingdom. No one 'could accuse the USSR
of concluding aggressive pacts. Its agreements
with its neighbours did not exceed the scope of
the treaties which the Soviet' Union had con
cluded with France and the United Kingdom.
Neither the rulers of the USSR nor its Press
or radio had launched appeals for aggression
against the United States or the United Kingdom'
or had asked that atomic weapons be used against
American or British cities: Mr.. Manuilsky chal
lenged any one to refute those state~ents.

106. The peaceful policy of the Soviet Union
had its origins in the very principles of socialist
structure and in the very nature of the. Soviet
State, which had put an end to the exploitation
of man by. man and to the oppression of one
nation by another, had established fraternal co
operation between races and nations, and had
liquidated once and for all the policy whereby
lite welfare of a State had to be based upon the
oppression of other States.

107. Soviet economy was not beset with crises,
unemployment, or any of the other contradictions
which were inherent in capitalist society j in spite
of the extensive destruction caused by the war,
the economy of the USSR was being rehabilitated
at a rate unknown in the capitalist world.

108. The Soviet Union and the people's democ
racies did not need a war, since they were devel

-oping, growing and progressing incessantly. The
.States with socialist systems had no reason to
fear the peaceful rrivalry of capitalist States.
Their policy was just, because it took into account
the changes that. had taken place in the world.
The States which wished for war were those
which 'were on the road to ruin, those wliich
feared the peaceful emulation of the two systems,
and those which. refused, with blind obstinacy, to
recognize that a new source of strength had been
established and which were trying to modify the
position for their own profit. That was an
adventurer's policy which threatened world peace
and was directed against the interests of the
people of the United St1'r.,',> themselves. The
people.of the United States were beginning to
understand that if the war-mongers were to suc
ceed in bringing about a new holocaust, disaster
would also strike. their women and children.

199. The USSR, basing itself upon the doe
trines of Lenin and Stalin, countered that policy
of adve.nture pursued by the aggressive circles in
the, Untted States and. the United Kingdom bya
poltcyadv{lcating. the, lasting co-existence of the
twoecq~omic systel11S:it1;t.dr <;Q-o\lera.~il~nl tht;

peaceful settlement of the differences existing
between them, and the development of commercial
and econotnic relations between the socialist and
the-capitalist systems.
110. That policy of the Soviet Union, which
was based upon mutual interests, hadproved its
value in the period between the two wars and
during the Second World War, and enjoyedthe '
support of the working masses throughout the
world. Only war-mongers could assert that. co
operation between the socialist and the capitalist
systems was impossible owing to ideological dif
ferences. Ideology in itself had never been a
source of war, since it was 'a mere superstructure
which reflected the interests of certain groups of
States. All the talk of an ideological war ema..
nated from. the enemies of peace, whose sole
intention was to prevent the. establishment of
co-operation between. the United States and the
USSR.
n 1. Neither ideological differences, nor differ
enees in.the social and political structure of States,
nor the opposition of the two economic systems,
could prevent the establishment of co-operation
between the Soviet Union and the capitalist worid
if there was a sincere wish for such co-operation
on both sides.
112.· In his conversation with an important
member of the United States Republican Party
on 9 April 1947, Generalissimo Stalin had told
his visitor, who had asked whether opposite
economic systems could co-operate, that obviously
such co-operation was possible, The'political sys
tems of Germany and the United States had been
similar, but that had not prevented the outbreak
of war between those two countries. The economic
systems of the United States and the USSR
were different, but those countries had co
operated during the war and had fought side by
side. If co-operation between those two systems
could be achieved in time of war, why should
that not be possible in time of peace? Co-opera
tion was' possible if there was a wish to co
operate. Generalissimo Stalin hads.aid that the
peoples and the Communist Party of the USSR
had that wish. Mr. Manuilsky would like those
words to be engraved in letters of gold in the
United Nations and, perhaps, in the United States
Congress as well.
113. The peaceful proposals submitted by the
Soviet Union faithfully reflected that attitude. The
refusal of the United States . and the United
Kingdom to accept the USSR draft resolution
proved, on the contrary, that they refused to
co-operate with the Soviet Union in maintaining
international. peace and security.
114. Ail lovers of peace would realize the con
sequencesIf the General Assembly adopted the
USSR draft resolution.
115. The condemnation ot' war preparations,
and the designation by name' of the States that
were carrying outthosepreparatibnn-would prove
thatthe United Nations was an active-instrument
for the maintenance of peace, that it was an inde
pendent body whose position was above the
individual: and selfish .int~rests of its. Members,
and ..'that it was. a body which defended the
interests of all countries and all persons which
did not want war. .
116. The condemnation. of the war preparations
~1.1,i~~, W~~t; \>eil1~ cart~eq. on br .'the U~ite(l S~~~e~
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122. The USSR proposal that the fiv~ perm<\.,
nent members of the Security Conncll shouldsign
a pact was particularly Important because it took
into account the new balance of power amung
those five States. That fact alone sufficed to shew
how sincerely the Soviet Union desired peace.

123. The draft resolution of the First Com
mittee, which allegedly dealt with the essential
requirements £(\r the maintenance of peace, did
not in fact mention an)' of those requiremenn,
The USSR representative. had already spoken
on that point and Mr. Manuilsky would therefore
confine his remarks to the strict minimum. He
simply wished to say that certain provisions of
the draft resolution constituted violations, of the
United Nations Charter and of the national
sovereignty of States. In other provisions, the
wording of the Charter was used the better to
cloak proposals aimed at violating the Charter
and in order to give an appearance of legality to
recommendations whose sole aim was to serve
the interests of the Angle-American bloc.

124. Only the USSR draft resolution provided
tangible guarantees for peace; for it showed how
to solve the three main problems on which inter
national peace and security depended. It was one
of the most important documents ever submitted
to the United Nations and its significance could
not be belittled by the slander poured on the
great socialist countries.

125. The greater the activity of the enemies of
the Soviet Union, the more patent was their
weakness, The reason for their ardour was that
the forces' of reaction and war were growing
weaker, while those of democracy andpeace were
becoming stronger every day. Instead of 300
millions as heretofore, 800 million people were
joined together in the people's democracies of
Europe and Asia and in the great Soviet Socialist
country. Hundreds of millions in other countries
were taking part in the mighty movement for
peace, although the leading circles in those
countries continued to prepare for war.

126. Some representatives might see cause for
gratification in the illusory. victory they had
scored in the First Committee. That W'lS a
Pyrrhic victory which discredited the victors and
lost them the confidence of their. own peoples.
It was a victory which contained in itself the
seeds of future defeat.

127. In conclusion, the delegation of the
Ukrainian SSR wished to recall the words of
one of the most important statesmen in the
Soviet Union, Mr. Malenkov, who had declared
on 6 November 1949 that his country did not
desire war and would do everything possible to
prevent it. No one should think that the USSR
could be frightened by the clash of arms. The
imperialists and aggressors, Mr., Malenkov had
said, were those who should fear war. The First
World War had been set in motion by the. im
perialists and had led to the victory 9f the great
October Revolution in the USSR. The .Sec<~nd
World War. had also been begun by the imperia!
ists and had led to the establishment of peoples
democracies in a whole group of central and
south-east European countries; it had also led to
the victory of the Chinese people. Mr. Malenkov
had concluded by asking whether anyone could,·
doubt that, if the imperiali8tsstarted a third
world war, they woUIq. be digging the grave, ttOt
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and the United Kingdom would be in conformity
with the principles of the United Nations Charter.
Mr. Manuilsky added that the Charter could not
be violated with impunity, since it would be a
grave mistake to think that the peoples could
still be deceived as they had been deceived in
the time of the League of Nations of unhappy
memory. Anyone who adopted that attitude would
be playing with fire.
117. Only by stating the question of responsi
bility for the preparations. for war. directly,
frankly and. honestly could the General Assembly
force the United States and the United Kingdom
to modify the aggressive tendencies of their
foreign policies. Any manifestation of weakness
or cowardice, or any concession to the aggressive

.circles of the United States and the United
Kingdom, would merely increase their folly and
give them the impression that they could act as
they wished with impunity. Such an acceptance
of the aggressive intentions of the ruling circles
of the United States and the United Kingdom
could lead only to the ruin of the United
Nations.
118. Although the Soviet Union had known
the secret of the manufacture of atomic weapons
for a long time, it had proposed that they should
be prohibited and that strict international control
should be imposed to ensure that that prohibition
was observed. The adoption of that proposal
would make it possible to abolish atomic weapons
and to take. an important step forward in the
path of the reduction of all types of armaments.
Obviously the peoples of the whole world would
joyfully welcome such a decision on the part of
the General Assembly, as had been proved by the
recent movements of public opinion in all coun
tries, including the United States, which. called
for an agreement between the United States and

. the Soviet. Union on the prohibition of atomic
weapons.
119. In those circumstances, Mr. Manuitsky
could not but express astonishment at the speech
made by the United States representative, which
showed that' the United States atomic experts
were persistently playing. for time by indulging
in academic discussions, as the representative of
France had done, and were trying to solve the
problem on the basis of theoretical calculations
which could not stand the test of "experience,
instead of on the basis of actual facts. It should
not be forgotten that the prime concern of all
countries, both the economically developed ones
and the under-developed ones, was that atomic
energy should be used solely for peaceful
purposes.
120. Finally, a pact for the strengthening of
peace would immediately put· an . end to the
existing .tension in international relations ana
would create that. atmosphere of confidence
which, according to the opponents of the USSR
draft resolution, was a prerequisite for. such a
pact. .It was quite obvious that if an atmosphere
of confidence already existed, there would be no
need for such an agreement-.
121. . The opponents of the USSR draft resolu
tion •also maintained that it was essential to pro
vide guarant~es, before a pact for the strengthen
ing of peace couJeCbe. signed..Even a child would
understand tha~" ,pact.. itse1f would be the best
possible guaral1ti::c·'-for .the maintenance of inter
national peace and security.
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of anv particular capitalist State, but of capi
talism'itself. '
128. Those whom the gods bad not made mad
shoulddraw the obvious conclusions from history.
Despitea11 the threats made by the United States

and the United Kingdom, the Soviet peoples
would continue to defend the cause of peace, as
they had always done, in the assurance that ~t
would eventually triumph,

The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m,

TWO HUNDRED AND FlFI'Y-NINTH PLENARY MEETING. ~

Held at Flushing Meadow1 New York, on Wed1iesdaYI 30 November 19491 at iO.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6MULO (Philippines).

Ie

Condemnation of the preparations for
a new war, and conclusion of a five
Power pact for the ~lrengtheningof
peace ~ report of the First Committee
(A/1150) (continlle~)

1. Mr .. ENTEzAM (Iran) reca11ed that the rep
resentative of the Soviet Union, in his speech at
the 257th meeting, had asked why Iran had tried
to obtain arms from the United States. The reply
was very simple; it needed such arms to ensure
that order and security prevailed in its territory.
2. The Iranian army had been disorganized be
cause Iran had put a11 its arms .and a11 its com
munications and transport facilities at the disposal
of its allies during the war. Mr. Entezam wished
to reca11, in passing, that the only arsenal in Iran
had been employed, during the war, in the manu
facture of automatic rifles for the USSR army.
3. Hundreds of thousands of tons of munitions
and arms sent to the Soviet Union by the United
States had crossed Iran via the Trans-Iranian
railroad. The people of Iran had therefore been
in danger of famine. They had no regrets, how
ever, because they were convinced that, in a com
mon struggle, a11. allies, great or small, must con
tribute to the joint effort. .
4. During the war, the whole world had recog
nized the services rendered by Iran to the allied
cause. Therefore, in the declaration which they
had signed at the end of the Teheran Conference,
Mr. Churchill, President Roosevelt and General
issimoStalin had thanked Iran and had promised
to.a~sist it after the victory. It was surely 110t sur
pnsmg that one of the Allies should try to keep
the promises it had thus made.

5. Iran requested arms only to ensure that order
and security prevailed within its borders. No rep
resentative in the Assembly would question the
peaceful intentions of the Government of Iran.
No one could think for a moment that Iran was
trying to arm itself in order to endanger the
existence of its neighbours. Only a few days be
fore (250th meeting), the Shah of Iran had come
to the General Assembly to plead the cause of
peace, Iran had only one desire; it wished to live
In peace wit;' all its neighbours, provided they
respected .the rights of Iran as Iran respected
theirs.

6.• }1r. McNEIL (United Kingdom) recalled that
Mr.,Vyshinsky. had accused him of offering no

. fac~\s~ whereas Mr. Vyshinsky had claimed that
hemmself and the delegations supporting him
had offered many facts. The definition of fact
was,of Course; a curious ..business in which Mr.
Vyshin~tg. was doubtless very~skilled.·Mr. McNeil

had certainly not attempted to lay before the
First Committee, during the discussion of the
question," a whole range of Press cuttings p"nd to
maintain that they were fact, nor had he offered
sweeping assertions SUc11 as Mr. Vyshinsky's
reference' to 140 bases in one country, while giv
ing the name of only one such base. Mr. MeNeil .
had, however, attempted to deal with some quite
simple factual matters.

7. For instance, Mr. McNeil had offered figures
relating to the budget proportions ofthe United
Kingdom. Yet at the 258th meeting, the repre
sentative of the' Ukrainian SSR, Mr. Manuilsky,
without any reference to that examination, had
blandly and emphatically referred once more to
those budgets. It was a slogan, and although a
slogan might in some situations be an admirable
instrument, ie was not a substitute for argument
and certainly no substitute for fact.

8. Mr. McNeil had tried to draw the attention
of the USSR delegation and the First Committee
to another single group of figures; he had said
that by the best calculations available to him, the
Soviet Union had at least four million people
mobilized, whereas the United Kingdom had re
duced its mobilized forces from around 5 million
at the end of the war to a figure of 720 thousand.
As he had pointed out before andwould point
01.1t again, that figure was verifiable, whereas, as
far as the General Assembly was concerned, no
figure given by the USSR was verifiable. It was
noteworthy that Mr. Vyshinsky hadnot addressed
himself to that point, but had urged upon the
Assembly other considerations such as the Soviet
Union proposals relating to atomic energy. 'The
Assembly might well ask itself Why, .if the USSR
delegation was unwilling to co-operate and: to
pledge itself to such. a relatively simple matter as
an international instrument for the verification of
figures which w,ere of such great concern to the
whole Assembly, Mr. Vyshinsky had urged upon
the Assembly the much greater instrument relat
ing to atomic energy.

9. Mr. McNeil would not fora secondsuggest
that Mr. Vyshinsky's proposals with regard to
atomic energy were adequate or; workable, or
would produce satisfaction in the minds of the"
world, but since Mr.·Vyshinsl~ obviously believed
that they were so.. it would be natural to assume
that, if.he W~'1,! prepared t~ go S01l1Uch fartheroj),
that subject, he should beprepared to go .at least
a little way towards theverification of effectives:

1 For the discussion on thiss~,bject in the First (;oin
mittee, see OfficiaL~ecord$ of.t~!efo2trthsessioJ~of..tbe
General Assembly,. First Committee, 325thto337th meet- .
ings inclusive. .. . . . \: ~. ..
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